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F.Y. Edgeworth's
War Pamphlets during World War I
??????? ?
The purpose of this article is to show how Edgeworth's thoughts
concerning war depend on utilitarianism | something that has not
been su±ciently discussed among the earlier works on him. Edgeworth
published four pamphlets relating to World War I, and these pamphlets
mainly addressed the problems of peace negotiations, war costs, and
capital levy for the paying down of debts. Drawing an analogy between
war and industrial disputes, Edgeworth pointed out the possibility that
analyzing the negotiations between war adversaries may a®ord a clue to
utilitarian arbitration through industrial disputes. Edgeworth took up
the subject on war costs from the perspective of both \money cost"
and \real cost." Real cost, in this case, means the public sentiment of
sacri¯ce by the payment of the war expenditure. To reduce or minimize
both money and real costs, he suggested that Britain ¯nance the war
expenditure by taxation rather than by debts. In his last war pamphlet
in 1919, right after the war, Edgeworth accepted the application of a
capital levy underlying the principle of minimum sacri¯ce emphasized
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?B???????W ??????????? F ???????????
???W < F?????? Ft1 ?????? Ft2 ???????????
F = Ft1 + Ft2?????????????????? F ?????????
???? Frc = (Ft1)rc1 + (Ft2)rc2 ????
?C????W ??????????????W ??????? F ??
???????? F ?????????????????? Ft1 ?????
??????????W ¡ F + Ft1 ??????????????????
? F ??????????????? Ft2 ???????????????
?????????W ¡ F + Ft1 + Ft2 = W ?????????????
(W ¡ F + Ft1)rc1 + (Ft2)rc2 =Wrc ????Edgeworth 1915c, 37-38??
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???minimum of subsistence??M ???????maximum abatement?
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